
4) We for four hours. (trek)

3) Ben the book already. (read)

2) The salespersons since morning. (work)

1) Bethany in the concert three times already. (perform)

10) Linda the car keys.  (lose)

9) I to Egypt several times. (be)

8) Mom all day long. (cook)

7) I in this apartment for three years now. (reside)

6) Maria him after four years. (meet)

5) I very well for the exam. (prepare)

Determine which of the two tenses: present perfect or present perfect progressive, 

best !ts in each sentence.

Present Perfect Progressive:

Example: has been watching

the past and are still in continuation. It is often used with “since” or “for” 

Present Perfect:

time that's not speci!ed.

It is used to indicate actions or events that occurred at a

Example: the town. She has visited

It is used to refer to  actions that started in

 to indicate the duration of the actions.

a movie since afternoon. Dan
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4) We for four hours. (trek)have been trekking

3) Ben the book already. (read)has read

2) The salespersons since morning. (work)have been working

1) Bethany in the concert three times already. (perform)has performed

10) Linda the car keys.  (lose)has lost

9) I to Egypt several times. (be)have been

8) Mom all day long. (cook)has been cooking

7) I in this apartment for three years now. (reside)have been residing

6) Maria him after four years. (meet)has met

5) I very well for the exam. (prepare)have prepared

Determine which of the two tenses: present perfect or present perfect progressive, 

best !ts in each sentence.

Present Perfect Progressive:

Example: has been watching

the past and are still in continuation. It is often used with “since” or “for” 

Present Perfect:

time that's not speci!ed.

It is used to indicate actions or events that occurred at a

Example: the town. She has visited

It is used to refer to  actions that started in

 to indicate the duration of the actions.

a movie since afternoon. Dan

Answer Key
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